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NEW YORK: The remnants of Hurricane Ida
triggered spectacular flash flooding and a rare
state of emergency in New York City overnight
into yesterday, killing at least eight people in
what was called a historic weather event. Streets
turned into rivers while water cascaded down
subway platforms, flooding tracks, as the Metro-
politan Transportation Authority effectively shut
down services. 

“I’m 50 years old and I’ve never seen that
much rain ever,” said Metodija Mihajlov whose
basement of his Manhattan restaurant was
flooded with three inches of water. “It was like
living in the jungle, like tropical rain. Unbeliev-
able. Everything is so strange this year,” he told
AFP. Hundreds of flights were cancelled at La-
Guardia and JFK airports, as well as at Newark,
where video showed a terminal inundated by
rainwater.

Flooding closed major roads across multiple
boroughs including Manhattan, The Bronx and
Queens. Ida slammed into the southern state of
Louisiana over the weekend, bringing severe
flooding and tornadoes as it blazed a trail of de-
struction north. New York state governor Kathy
Hochul declared an emergency as the remnants
of the storm caused massive flooding in the
country’s financial and cultural capital, leaving
the boroughs of Brooklyn and Queens badly hit. 

The New York City victims ranged from the

ages of 2 to 86, police said. They were found at
various homes in Queens and Brooklyn. New
Yorkers woke to beautiful blue skies yesterday
as the city slowly edged back to life. Residents
moved fallen tree branches from roads as sub-
way services resumed. But around 98,000
homes in Pennsylvania, 60,000 in New Jersey
and 40,000 in New York were without power,
according to the website poweroutage.us.

State governor Phil Murphy also declared a
state of emergency in neighboring New Jersey,
where CNN reported at least one person was
killed in the city of Passaic, bringing the con-
firmed death toll from Ida to 16. “We’re enduring
an historic weather event tonight with record-
breaking rain across the city, brutal flooding and
dangerous conditions on our roads,” New York
Mayor Bill de Blasio said in a tweet as he de-
clared a state of emergency in the city. The city
earlier issued a rare flash flood emergency warn-
ing urging residents to move to higher ground. 

As footage showed cars submerged on streets
across the city, authorities urged residents not
drive on flooded roads. “You do not know how
deep the water is and it is too dangerous,” the
New York branch of the National Weather Serv-
ice (NWS) said in a tweet. The US Open was
halted ass howling wind and rain blew under the
corners of the Louis Armstrong Stadium roof.
The NWS recorded 3.15 inches of rain in Central

Park in just an hour-beating a record set just last
month during Storm Henri.

It is rare for such storms to strike America’s
northeastern seaboard and comes as the surface
layer of oceans warms due to climate change.
The warming is causing cyclones to become
more powerful and carry more water, posing an
increasing threat to the world’s coastal commu-

nities, scientists say. “Significant and life-threat-
ening flash flooding is likely from the Mid-At-
lantic into southern New England,” the NWS
said in a bulletin, adding that three to eight
inches of rain could drench the region through
yesterday. In Annapolis, 30 miles from the US
capital, a tornado ripped up trees and toppled
electricity poles. —AFP

Eight dead in New York City 
as Ida brings flash flooding

Storm Ida wreaks havoc, forces flight cancellations 

NEW JERSEY: A pick-up truck drives through a flooded River Drive as water gushes out of a man hole yesterday
in Passaic City. —AFP

Far-right veteran 
Jean-Marie Le Pen 
in hate speech trial
PARIS: The 93-year-old founder of France’s main far-right party,
Jean-Marie Le Pen, went on trial once again on Wednesday over
allegations of inciting racial hatred, this time with comments tar-
geting a Jewish pop singer. He already has a string of hate speech
convictions that eventually became too much for his daughter Ma-
rine Le Pen, who expelled him from the National Front’s leadership
in 2015 in a bid to achieve mainstream respectability.

Le Pen senior, however, has continued to relish the outrage
prompted by his statements regarding Jews, Muslims, black people
and immigrants. The latest trial stems from a 2014 video on the
party’s website in which Le Pen railed against artists who de-
nounced his extremist stances, including Madonna and French ten-
nis star-turned-singer Yannick Noah. Asked about the French
singer and actor Patrick Bruel, Le Pen referred to his Jewish origins
with a pun evoking the Holocaust-”I’m not surprised. Listen, next
time we’ll do a whole oven batch!”

The taunt sparked a torrent of indignation including from lead-
ers of his own party, with Marine Le Pen criticizing what she called
a “political error”. Jean-Marie Le Pen claimed the comments car-
ried no anti-Semitic connotations “except for my political enemies
or imbeciles”.  —AFP

At top Confederate Gen’s 
home near Washington, 
enslaved voices elevated
ARLINGTON: Statues of Robert E Lee have been toppled as the United
States grapples with its racist past but on a hill overlooking the nation’s
capital, the top Confederate general’s house has been totally revamped.
As Washington embarked on its usual humid, sweaty summer, “Arlington
House, The Robert E Lee Memorial,” as the home is officially called,
began welcoming visitors once again in early June after three years and
more than $12 million in renovations. 

The house’s most impactful changes, however, were not just matters
of brick and mortar: The home reopened with an aim of providing a more
inclusive historical interpretation, its caretakers say. Lee is a highly con-
troversial figure: As the best-known Confederate general during the Civil
War from 1861 to 1865, he helped lead the secessionist Southern states
against the Union, in particular to preserve slavery. Walking across the
estate in late August, Aaron LaRocca, a ranger with the National Park
Service, said that telling “a more holistic and inclusive story,” by elevating
the voices of those enslaved here, was a major point.

Unlike stone-cold statues, the mansion and its grounds-which are part
of the National Park Service and located inside Arlington National Ceme-
tery-reflect the real lives of actual people.  Telling the story of the more
than 100 enslaved residents meant not only better incorporating their
stories inside the mansion, but also creating new exhibits that fill two large
buildings that were slave quarters. It also meant featuring particular in-
dividuals’ histories.

Descendants and ancestors   
Steve Hammond is a descendant of one of the enslaved families and has

been volunteering at the house for approximately eight years, helping to tell
the story of the residents “who many people are not familiar with.” Under-
standing Arlington House not only means tangling with the complicated his-
tory of Lee, but dipping a toe in the entire American saga.

At the base of the hill where the house sits is the late president John F.
Kennedy’s grave. The iconic Tomb of the Unknown Soldier is also nearby, as
are hundreds of thousands of buried veterans. The house itself was first built
by George Washington’s adopted grandson, George Washington Parke
Custis, as an homage to the former president. His daughter, Mary Anna Custis,
married Lee. However, it is through Parke Custis’ enslaved daughter, Maria
Carter, whom he fathered with an enslaved woman, that Hammond is con-
nected to Arlington House. He is a descendant of her husband’s family.

Today, the descendants of those who lived at the house-both the enslaved
and the Lees-meet routinely. For many involved in expanding the site’s narrative,
a major sticking point remains Arlington House’s official status as “The Robert
E Lee Memorial.” “The fact that we recognize it as a memorial to Robert E. Lee
seems really out of date, especially in terms of where we are as a country today,”
said Hammond, 65, who is also a trustee for the Arlington House Foundation.

US congressman Don Beyer, whose district includes Arlington House,
says he plans to reintroduce legislation nixing the house’s Lee memorial status
this session after a previous failed attempt, while philanthropist David Ruben-
stein, who funded the renovations, has urged the redesignation. During the
Civil War, the Union buried soldiers on Lee’s property no doubt to deter his
return, giving rise to Arlington National Cemetery, where more than 400,000
veterans and their dependents are buried today. Congress officially recog-
nized the site as a Lee memorial in 1955, citing his efforts after the war to re-
unify the country and authorized its current name in 1972. “Memorials are a
problem because a memorial is never about history, a memorial is about
memory,” said Denise Meringolo, a professor of history at University of
Maryland, Baltimore County. —AFP


